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This is an interesting volume assembled by two physical educationists in four main sections.

Part 1, "The Field of Athletic Training" generally reviews the background to physical education and training, the
role of the trainer and his responsibilities and relevant facilities. While much of the detail is relevant mainly to American
practice, this is generally the best section of the book with clear definitions of job skills and the basic preparation of the
sportsman in training. There are dear guidelines for a code of ethics, based on the American National Athletic Trainers
Association's code which defines the limits of competence and responsibility of the trainer and could well act as the
model for such work. The lavish facilities indicated in the relevant section would embarrass many British hospitals
and can add a certain perspective to our professional ambitionsl

Part I, on the general principles of athletic training is patchy. There is much sound description and information.
The statement that American football accounts for some 40,000 knee operations annually emphasises the need for
more progressive approaches to diagnosis and management. Unfortunately, a number of dubious statements and
incorrect facts may misinform the unwary; for instance, I thought that it had been well established that spinal posture
was not a direct result of athletic movement and a fundamental misunderstanding is implied in the statement that
"most over-use injuries occur at this moment of impact". The description of cardiac response to training is erroneous,
as is the interpretation of international doping regulations before competition.

Statements that negative ionisation causes considerable euphoria and that it is generally accepted that ions affect
our moods, circulation and respiration may give rise to some scepticism. A certain mental confusion of the chicken and
egg variety is well illustrated by "the type of athletic activity in which the sportswoman participates seems to affect
her adiposity. For example, runners are much leaner than women who compete in the weight events." Similarly,
statements like "menarche, like menstruation, is regular in its irregularity" are not very scientific in a reference book,
nor is the simplistic summary of "dysmenorrhea".

As expected, the chapters on conditioning, exercise regimes, with excellent illustrations, and protective and
preventive factors in sports trauma are the best. However, whenever the subject becomes clinically orientated the
reliability slides so that the last sections of the book do not add a great deal to knowledge. The reviewer was intrigued
by figure 21.3 showing relief of a condition described as testicular spasm, technique 1, by highly attractive young
therapist flexing the knee of the lying subject. The text really should have made it clear whether one should raise the
ipsilateral or contralateral limb.

As with so many volumes in this field, the idea is good, the presentation excellent, the need very great, but the
contents a distinct let down - inconsistent in their consistency. As with too many texts, brevity and clarity are too
often missing and a higher degree of editorial stringency is required in checking facts. Students take texts as gospel and
wrong facts render a great disservice regardless of how many good features a book may have. I have learnt a great deal
from this book but it should be read with scepticism until subsequent editions put its factual content beyond reproach.

P. N. Sperryn, FRCP (Glasg), DPhysMed
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